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Poll
In the chat:

Name
Where are you from?
Where do you get your news?
  



Agenda

Course introduction.
Define media literacy & its importance in the digital
age.
Practice applying five critical questions of media.
Q&A and optional homework.



Course
Schedule

March 18th: Understanding Media Messages

March 25th: Fact-checking, Myths, Misinformation, & Conspiracy Theories

April 1st: Digital Privacy and Security

April 8th: [NO CLASS 😎]

April 15th: AI Literacies

April 22nd: Maintaining Media Mindfulness



Today’s
Learning Goals

Develop an understanding of media literacy

and its significance in the digital age.

Identify various types of media messages,

analyze for bias and credibility. 

Recognize persuasive technique used by the

media.



What is media literacy?



Media Literacy is interdisciplinary by nature. Media
literacy represents a necessary, inevitable, and
realistic response to the complex, ever-changing
electronic environment and communication
cornucopia surrounding us.

-National Association of Media Literacy Education

What is media literacy?



What is media literacy?
Access, analyze, evaluate, and create



What is media literacy?
Access, analyze, evaluate, and create





Consider ...

What types of media have you
consumed today? Over the
weekend?

Are these typical habits for you?



What’s the purpose of the
message?

Inform, persuade, sell, entertain



“”The medium is the message”
Marshall McLuhan









What differences did you
notice?

How did the context affect the
message?



Five Critical
Questions of

Media Literacy



Who is the author
and what is their
purpose?



Who is the author
and what is their
purpose?



What techniques are used to
attract and hold your
attention?



What techniques
are used to
attract and hold
your attention?

Appealing to emotions
scare tactics
creating rage
humor

Bandwagoning
Storytelling
Repetition --> “Flooding the zone”



What techniques are
used to attract and hold
your attention?



What values, lifestyles,
and points of view are
represented?



“MURDER YOUR THIRST” “A NEW KIND OF SODA”



How might different
people interpret the
message?



How might different
people interpret the
message?



What is omitted from
the message?



What’s omitted?



Let’s analyze!



OPTIONAL
Homework

Keep a media mindfulness journal. Note changes to your media consumption
habits, awareness of misinformation, privacy practices, etc. 

For next week, apply Renee Hobbs’s five questions of media literacy to a piece of
media you encounter.



Questions?



Resources

Courageous Rhode Island: Why Media Literacy Matters

Media Education Lab

https://www.courageousri.com/why-media-literacy-matters
https://mediaeducationlab.com/

